




Read the sentence given below to find out if it contains 

an error. The error, if any, will be in one part of the 

sentence. If the sentence is error-free, select No error or 

option 5. Ignore errors of punctuation if any. 



One of (A)/ the employee (B)/ has got (C)/ the reward. 

(D)/ No error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



People (A)/ prefer mobile (B)/ games than (C)/ story 

books. (D)/ No error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



He will be (A) in a grumpy (B) mood since (C) he got 

up. (D) No Error (E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



Anger do not (A)/ help mend (B)/ matters but(C)/ 

complicates things.(D)/ No error(E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



She, You (A)/ and I will (B)/ be traveling(C)/ by my 

car.(D) No Error(E)

1. (A)

2. (B)

3. (C)

4. (D)

5. No error



A sentence/a part of the sentence is underlined. Five 

alternatives are given to the underlined part which will 

improve the meaning of the sentence. Choose the correct 

alternative. In case no improvement is needed, click the 

option corresponding to "No improvement.”



The ocean and the land are less reflective for ice. 

1. lesser reflective for

2. less reflective and

3. less reflective 

4. less reflective than

5. No improvement



In this era of drastic climate change, solar power helps 

protect the planet from the environmental harm.

1. planet from

2. a planet from

3. the planet on

4. the planet to

5. No improvement



The energy from the sun is converting into usable solar 

energy using photovoltaic cells. 

1. are converting into

2. were converting into

3. is converted into

4. is converted at

5. No improvement



Companies need electricity operating efficiently.

1. to operate efficiently

2. operated efficiently

3. operating efficient.

4. operates efficiently

5. No improvement



Much cities around the world have already begun to 

adopt more eco-friendly practices.

1. Much cities for

2. Much cities on

3. Many cities around

4. Many cities at

5. No improvement



The question below contains five scattered segments of a 

sentence. Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles 

the segments and completes the sentence.



A) the government has  

B) with nearly 100% enrolment

C) children into school

D) but one-fourth drop out

E) succeeded in getting

1. BCDEA

2. CDEBA

3. CBDEA

4. AECBD

5. ABDCE



A. directly related to

B. unlike the movements

C. work, travel, or survival

D. dance movements are not

E. performed in everyday living,

1. BEDAC

2. DCABE

3. ABDEC

4. CDABE

5. CABDE



P: a desirable or intended 

Q: or condition of not meeting

R: as the opposite of success

S: objective and may be viewed

T: failure is the state 

1. RQSTP

2. PSTQR

3. TQPSR

4. RPQST

5. RPSTQ



A. decentralized the controls over 

B. making processes of individual enterprises

C. the economy, effectively lessening 

D. the government's role in the decision

E. to restructure, Gorbachev 

1. DBCEA

2. EACDB

3. ECABD

4. BACED

5. None of the above
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